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Reigate Photographic Society New Members Guide 2018 
 
Firstly, a big welcome – it’s great news that you’ve joined our society! We are a friendly 
club, covering a range of levels, aiming to help members enjoy their photography, share 
their work with like-minded people and improve skills.  
 
This guide will hopefully provide a useful introduction to the club. If you have any questions 
not covered here, please don’t hesitate to ask me, Stephen Hewes, or any other committee 
member. 
 
Who	does	what	
My list of who does what, starting with our committee: 

Mike Weekes – Chairman 

Nick Rogers – Vice-chair 

Chris Worsley - Secretary 

Colin Hodsdon – organises our annual exhibition and also our revolving displays at various 
locations like the town hall  

Peter Tucker - Mr Publicity and will put your name on a trophy if you win your class in the 
annual competitions  

Paul Renault and Louise Barker – put together the main programme  

Modesto Vega - Treasurer  i.e. the man who holds the purse strings   

Irek Burakowski – projection team leader, including coordination of PDI competition 

Me - Stephen Hewes – membership list, extra events programme and stewarding rota  

 

and other key people 

Carol & Lester Hicks – very important: refreshment rota  

Marion Gatland – handles the entries to our print competitions  

Steve Lawrenson –Steve is our representative in the Surrey Photographic Association 
(SPA),   a SPA judge and sometimes wise council  

John Fisher – allocates mentors  

Peter Welch, Cass Elborne and Mick Higgs – the other members of the projection team 

Jill Flower – Webmaster 

Peter Flower – has written our widely-read newsletter posted on our website for many 
years, having passed his 100th edition milestone 

Don Morley – also a SPA judge and ex-professional photographer.  

 

Our Fellows of the society, recognised for their long-term support of the Society are:  Don 
Morley, Peter Flower and Steve Lawrenson 

  

And lastly, all our other members.  We naturally encourage involvement in club life which for 
example includes taking turns serving refreshments and ‘stewarding’. ‘Stewarding’ means 
opening up and setting up the room, and locking the room at the end of the evening.  It 
sounds daunting but other members muck in to help, so you are not left to do it alone. 
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We do have a display board with members mugshots and names so you can see who is 
who.  Many members however appear to prefer to stay on the safe side of the camera, so 
our display board still has plenty of space to add yours!  
 
As well as the weekly meetings, there are the monthly Denbies Natters, where folk meet 
informally at Denbies café on the first Saturday each month at 10:30 for a couple of hours, 
to have coffee and chat about ‘stuff’. This is a great way to meet other members. 
 
 
Finding	your	way	around	the	season’s	programme	
The season’s programme is a varied mix of competition evenings, visiting speakers and 
social sessions. Our programme team aim to have external speakers cover diverse topics 
each season so that there is something for everyone. The programme is available on the 
society website (http://www.reigatephotosoc.com/RPS/index.php/rps-programme)  
and you should also receive a neat printed copy each year at the start of the season when 
you pay your subs.  
 
The printed version lists all the activities for club nights throughout the season, with critical 
dates for competition entry are marked in colours detailed on the key.  These are normally a 
week before the judging night dates. 
 
There is also an ‘Extra events’ or summer programme of activities additional to the regular 
Monday evening meetings.  This listing is also available on the programme page of the 
Society’s website, with updates also provided to members during the year.   
 
Competitions	
We run a number of competitions during the year, giving members a chance to show their 
work and also receive constructive feedback. We have a multi-round competition which 
runs through the year and then some other, more focused competitions such as the one-
day Chatham challenge, and the set-subject competition.  
 
Our main competition runs throughout the year, comprising four rounds with members able 
to submit up to 2 entries in each. The competition covers three categories – colour print, 
mono print and Projected Digital Image (“PDI”).  
 
Commencing with the 2018-19 season there will be two sections in the competitions: A 
point-scoring section for a marked assessment including technical aspects, and a critique 
section for those who wish to have their images judged (but receive no points) assessed as 
the ‘judge’s selection for a gallery wall’. 
 
Members are grouped into 3 classes: Standard; Intermediate; and Advanced.  New 
members normally start in Standard and work their way up, based on their scores. 
Experienced photographers may ask to be evaluated for a higher class by applying to the 
Secretary.   
 
The marked competitions are judged by Surrey Photographic Association judges, with 
entries marked out of ten. Marks are accumulated across the year with trophies awarded to 
the highest in each class. 
 
As you’d expect, we need to have some rules and these can be found on our website at: 
http://www.reigatephotosoc.com/RPS/index.php/competition-rules 
 
There are also notes on how to submit PDI entries that can be found at: 
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http://www.reigatephotosoc.com/RPS/index.php/how-to-submit-pdi-entries 
  
What’s important to bear in mind is that there is no compulsion to enter competitions until 
you feel you are ready.  Many new members prefer to listen to judges opine on other 
people’s work and get advice from members before submitting their own.   
 
If you want to have an idea as to how your images would get on in competitions you will find 
that most existing members will be only too happy to provide feedback and encouragement! 
We do occasionally run a New Skills group whereby members can present images for 
informal review before entering them in competition, or bring them to one of our Denbies 
meetings.  You’ll also find some tips on how to improve your images on our website. 
 
Mentoring Service 
The Society offers a mentoring service at a cost of £5 per session to Society funds, to help 
members improve their skills, or address specific subjects.  Speak to John Fisher for more 
info. 
 
Other	Photographic	Events	
You may hear reference to Surrey Photographic society events during the season which the 
Society may participate in. These are: 

• Rosebowl Competition 
The Surrey Photographic Association (SPA) organises this and the Society usually 
submits an entry. Members may be asked to submit digital images for consideration by 
a selection team of willing volunteers. Five digital images are required to be submitted, 
each one being from a separate photographer. 

• Albany Cup Competition 
This competition is for a panel of four prints, which are judged both separately, and as a 
cohesive panel. A selection team will decide on the format of the entry and will collate 
the Society’s entry. 

• SPA Inter Club Competition 
The Surrey Photographic Association organizes two inter club competitions, where our 
Society’s Selection Panel chooses a pre-determined number of prints and digital images 
from work submitted for the Annual Exhibition competition. The competitions take place 
as one event for prints and another for PDI’s, both with silent judging. Silent judging is 
where the image is displayed and three judges give a mark electronically, and so there 
is no feedback on the image, nor any indication of its source club. 

 
 
Equipment 
• Canon Cameras 

The Society has an association with Canon, who are based in Reigate, and some years 
back we were given two cameras for members to use. These are an EOS 30D and an 
EOS 450D, with either a 17-55mm or 18-55mm zoom lens. These cameras can be 
borrowed by members, and can be helpful in deciding if the Canon system, or indeed a 
DSLR, is right for you. You may need to ask around to locate who currently has them. 

• Colour Profiling 
The Society also has a ColorMunki that will allow you to calibrate your monitor and 
printer so that it shares a profile with our projection equipment. Jill Flower or projection 
team are good people to ask if you want to borrow it. 
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Amazon 
This is an interesting one – the Society receives a useful income if you use the link to 
Amazon on our website – it doesn’t cost you any more but does benefit the society as can 
be seen in the annual accounts. If you do use this retailer, please get to them via this link, 
as we will then be given a small percentage of your purchase as an advertising fee – and it 
all adds up over a year.  
 
Society Constitution  
The Society has one – it can be found on the website under the Club Information. 
 
 
Stephen Hewes 
August 2018 
 
 


